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The paper focuses on pronouns and pro-verbs used as hesitation markers in spontaneous spo-
ken discourse to signal production difficulties*. A pronoun/pro-verb can serve as a prepara-
tive substitute (“a placeholder”, [1], [2]) for a delayed constituent and typically appears with
the same morphological marking and often the same prosodic encoding as the upcoming con-
stituent.   It  is  more  common  for  placeholders  to  substitute  nominal  constituents,  cf.  Russian
example (1), but in some languages, they have wider distribution and can replicate also verbal
morphology. In Nganasan examples (2a,b), the demonstrative  ‘this’ shows case, num-
ber and possessive marking of the upcoming noun in (2a), while in (2b), it shows mood, per-
son, number and transitivity marking of the upcoming verb. Similarly, in Armenian, the
(pro)noun ban ‘(some)thing’ can substitute a delayed noun phrase, as in (3a), while a  pro-VP
consisting of ban and the verb anel  ‘to do’ can be used as a placeholder for verbal constitu-
ents, as in (3b,c,d). Only when used as a placeholder, this pro-VP allows verbal mood (condi-
tional/predictive) prefix to be moved from the verb to the noun, as in (3d), which is a clear
symptom of grammaticalization. Basing on data of spoken Russian, Armenian (V.Xurshudjan,
p.c.), Adyghe (N.Sumbatova, p.c.), Nanai and Ulcha [3], Nganasan [4], Chinese [5], Indone-
sian [2], Japanese [1], [6] i.a., I will discuss possible types of syntactic constituents that
placeholders may substitute and constraints on morphological marking placeholders can repli-
cate. I will distinguish between placeholders that exactly mirror the full grammatical marking
of the delayed constituent and those with “default” grammatical shaping and wide syntactic
distribution (like Russian eto ‘this.N.SG.NOM’which can substitute any type of constituents). I
will also attempt to show that, contrary to what has been earlier hypothesized by [7] and [1],
the use of placeholders is not restricted to languages with grammatical marking coming late in
the constituent. I argue that grammatical categories marked on placeholders may signal differ-
ent levels of speech planning, e.g. case or TAM marking that appears on a placeholder earlier
than  on  a  delayed  constituent  shows  that  grammatical  shaping  of  the  construction  could  be
completed earlier than the lexeme was chosen, while gender,  noun class or transitivity mark-
ing that appears on a placeholder earlier than on a delayed constituent shows that a speaker
may narrow a paradigmatic class of the upcoming lexeme before  the search for the particular
word is completed. Finally, I will show that, cross-linguistically, the repertoire of placehold-
ers and their grammatical shaping (esp. obligatory concord across verbal constituents) show
close similarities with cataphoric constructions (like “Do the following: pull down the tent
… ” ) and with serialization.

Examples

(1) Russian
       Vy  nas  /povedjo-te    v  \etot (0.4)     v    trenažorn-yj \zal?
       you  us   take-PRES.2PL   to  this[one].ACC.SG.M  to fitness-ACC.SG.M  hall.ACC.SG.M

    ‘Will you take us to … um… to a fitness hall?’ Lit. “to this (thing) to a fitness hall”

(2) Nganasan (by courtesy of M.Brykina and V.Goussev)
    a.                 .

      this-DEST-PL.ACC.2PL    fish- DEST-PL.ACC.2PL  bring-PF-1SG.S
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    ‘I brought you … um… fish.’ Lit. “I brought you this (thing) fish”
  b.                    

   grandmother.DIM  this-IMP.2SG.O  tent-2SG  pull.down-IMP.2SG.O
    ‘Granny, [please] … um … pull.down the  tent .’ Lit. “this-do pull down the tent”

(3) Armenian (by courtesy of V. Xurshudjan)
  a. ban-um     yes    k-lin-em                kha akh-um

   ng-LOC      I COND-be-PRES.1  town-LOC
    ‘I will be in … um … in the town.’  Lit. “in (some)thing I will be in the town”

  b. yes   uz-um      em             ban           an-el χm-el
   I       want-IPF  be.AUX.1   thing.NOM/ACC  do-INF   drink-INF
    ‘I am … um … thirsty.’ Lit. “I want (some)thing to do to drink”

  c. yes   ban           k-an-em            k-gam
   I      thing.NOM/ACC COND-do-PRES.1 COND-come-PRES.1
    ‘I will … um … come.’ Lit. “I  (some)thing will do  will come”

  d. yes   k-ban            an-em        k-gam
   1 COND-thing     do-PRES.1 COND-come-PRES.1
    ‘I will … um … come.’ Lit. “I  will-(some)thing  do   will come”

Abbreviations: 1/2 = 1st and  2nd person, ACC = accusative, AUX = auxiliary, COND =  condi-
tional, DEST = destination, DIM = diminutive, IMP = imperative, INF = infinitive, IPF = imperfec-
tive, LOC = locative, M = masculine, NOM = nominative, O = object, PF = perfect, PRES = pre-
sent tense, S = subject, SG = singular, TAM = tense, aspect, and mood.
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